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Hearing draws 39 opponents

VITI transfer strongly opposed

Pat Sills
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

The "bombshell" that hit SIU when Master Plan Phase III was released—presented by the Vocational Technical Institute (VITI) to John A. Logan College—was the announcement of a hearing conducted by the Illinois Board of Higher Education (IBHE) at SIU Tuesday.


Lay said he cannot understand why the IBHE "chose to place our natural child with foster parents without once suggesting the possibility to us."

Lay said he was distressed by the Board's apparent failure to recognize the progress that SIU has made in turning over programs to Logan.

We are hurt by the Board of Higher Education's apparent callousness to the effects of its thrust onto the morale of a faculty and student whose professional lives are presently subject to personal and economic strain without so much as a prefatory gesture of explanation. It is this type of programmatic action which is not only against the Board of Higher Education a bad name in educational circles," Lay said.

Lay also submitted a proposal to establish regional councils through which educational facilities and faculty members could be exchanged.

The rationale for such a system "flies in the face of at least 100 years experience to the contrary" which shows that the degree of resistance to decentralization "becomes greater with each passing day," Lay said.

Lay also said that the document's statement that large numbers of students might be accommodated at private colleges and universities at a savings to the state ignores the fact that such a trade-off would likely result in a higher cost per student when all costs were taken into account.

Lay endorsed the Phase III proposal to locate a law school on the SIU-Carbondale campus. In an earlier statement, Lay said he was not presenting an institutional statement at the hearing but would be

Council asked to reinstate city wheel tax

By Dave Maleman
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

SIU's student body vice president, John McCaffrey, Tuesday night asked the Carbondale City Council to consider reinstating a vehicle tax that the Council discontinued Dec. 31, 1986.

McCaffrey said he was speaking for both himself and as a concerned citizen of Carbondale, and the SIU Student Senate, which passed a resolution March 15 protesting the removal of the city's annual vehicle tax.

McCaffrey explained that the wheel tax funds would be used for the improvement of roads and streets in Carbondale and that they could use some improvement.

Phase III meeting

SIU Chancellor Robert G. Lay (second from right) and Systems Vice President J. P. Breseley center join James R. Hendricks (second from left) executive director of the Illinois Board of Higher Education, during the first hearing Tuesday on Master Plan Phase III. The other person is IBHE Board member Monte Yount of Peoria.

using the hearing as input for an institutional position paper to be composed by the University Administrative Council (UAC).

He said tape recordings of the previous seven hearings would also be used in preparing the UAG report which will be offered to the SIU Board of Trustees for endorsement and forwarding to the IBHE.

A lone proponent of the VTI transfer, William Anderson, dean of instruction at John A. Logan College, said it was

the responsibility of the community college to provide manpower to satisfy the needs of the college district. He said that Logan subscribes to the position of Frederick Weisman, executive secretary of the Illinois Junior College Board, that vocational educational programs that require expensive equipment or are of limited local demand should be offered at a designated regional junior college.

Increase will hurt many—Rendleman

Keene didn't forward 'plan' to Board

Richard Gruny, SIU Board of Trustees legal counsel, Wednesday released a statement responding to Carbondale Mayor David Keene's charges that Chief of Staff William Brown is deliberately keeping city out of the loop on the Board's activities and the annexation of the SIU campus to the city.

In his statement, Gruny said that Brown wrote to Keene Dec. 4, asking that the mayor forward a copy of the city's annexation letter to the Board staff for its consideration and recommendations to the Board.

The statement goes on to say that it was assured Keene that the matter would be handled quickly so that it could appear on "the earliest possible agenda."

Gruny's statement said that Keene responded on Dec. 15, saying, "I want you to know that I appreciate your well thought out suggestions. They are excellent and I agree with the procedures."

"Keene went on to say that City Manager William Schmidt would immediately furnish the Board staff with the city's proposal, according to the statement."

"To date, nothing of the sort has been received from the mayor or city manager," Gruny's statement said. "The materials were received by telephone to be in the Board staff hands by March 1, 1987."

In a telephone conversation last Wednesday, Brown said that he would call Keene either that day or the following Thursday. Keene said Monday that he received no call.

Brown could not be reached Tuesday for comment.

"All I want is to be on the agenda," Keene responded to Gruny's statement. "I just appreciate Mr. Gruny's opinions."

The last Egyptian

Today's Daily Egyptian will be the last issue published under old Springfield III, IL P.A. Many young people will be denied an opportunity to get an education they desire and society demands if proposed state college tuition increases are put into effect, Chancellor John S. Rendleman of SIU—Edwardsville said Tuesday.

Five SIU students from the Carbondale campus and Edwardsville and1 and2 , assistant to the Chancellor for Student Relations testifying to a Senate sub-committee Monday in Chicago.

All of the testimony presented thus far by SIU students or administrators has been against the proposed Rendleman, testifying before the Illinois Senate Education Committee, said he is concerned about the immediate and potential impact of the tuition hike slated to become effective in the fall.

"Immediate effects of the tuition increase will be cruel, and long-range effects may be irreversiable. There will be many, many cases where young people will be prevented from getting the education they desire and society demands," he said.

"Doors to advancement and opportunities will be closed slammed in their faces, with dark prospective real world being reopened at any reasonably foreseeable time," Rendleman said.

The proposed increase would raise tuition at the Edwardsville campus from $117 to $147 a quarter.

Rendleman said the main impact was on the middle-class student at his school.

These students hold part time employment. They study hard. They drive usually some distance to school. They are too busy to hawk goods and demonstrate. They were a solid voting block at the polls. More than any other institutions were suspending classes and watching buildings go up in smoke. He said.

Gus Bode

Gus says maybe the state is giving VITI to foster parents because its natural parents locked him up in a dammio...
"The Caretaker"

The Caretaker" will be presented by nine SIU students at the American College Theatre Festival in Washington, D.C. The cast includes, from left to right, Charles F. Thompson as Davies, the demented; Paul Seibert as Mick; and James Malson as Aston. Mick's brother.

Faster than the games people play More powerful than a complete nervous breakdown. Able to leap tall tales at a single bound. Look down there on that album. It's a pleasure: it's a pain. It's "SUPERSHRINK"

"SUPERSHRINK" ALLEN ROBIN

"SUPERSHRINK" ALLEN ROBIN

The hilarious "Supershrink Therapy" featuring the ACTUAL TAPED VOICES of NIKON, AGNIEW ROCKETEFLER, LINDSAY HUMPHREY, MAYOR DALEY, SENATOR THURMOND, GOVERNOR REAGAN (JR) and WILLIAM BUCKLEY
Police cite ways to cut theft over spring break

Leave your lights on, make sure all locks are bolted, door windows are closed, and check your house periodically said Capt. John McCall of the Robards Police.

This answer was the question. What should be done over spring break to discourage theft of student property is the question being asked.

Robinson said that the most important of these points is the people factor if people are concerned, then they will take it upon themselves to report any suspicions activities. They may even stop the trend of thefts greatly, he added.

The two common items taken over Christmas break, according to the captain, are the Robards Police Department, were portable TVs, radios, numbers, cam-
Letters to the editor

Jacobini should list his job qualifications

To the Daily Egyptian:

About a year ago, I first heard Prof. C. Harvey Gardiner challenge the Vietnamese Center to demonstrate its academic competence. People in the center had boasted that SIU had received the $1 million dollar AID because we had established academic competence in this area. Prof. Gardiner then declared that AID had not been as impressed with academic competence in Vietnamese studies as the center had been. Therefore, the center was guilty of a lack of integrity and, more importantly, this showed that SIU did not receive the tremendous amount of money for academic purposes. Since no one at SIU has ever answered his continual challenges, I have assumed that Prof. Gardiner is correct.

More particularly Prof. Gardiner directed his challenges right at me. As Center Director B.B. Jacobini. His questions seemed very basic. Did Prof. Jacobini know Vietnamese? Had he supervised dissertations on Vietnam? Had he published books and articles on Vietnam? etc. After all, this was not simply a teacher but the director of this lavishly funded Vietnamese Center. If he as director was academically incompetent in this area, how could we take seriously the claim that SIU received the government money for strictly academic purposes?

Prof. Jacobini never responded. He also apparently told one reporter that he "did not want to fool his own people." Is this (as I assume) because he lacks the competence in Vietnamese studies and because the center's main purpose is not academic?

I do not mean this as a personal attack. In fact, I often feel sorry for Prof. Jacobini. My concern is that SIU should not connect itself with U.S. policy in Vietnam. Also, if the center is not academic, we should use the money (at least SIU's contribution) for hiring more qualified teachers in the smaller classes, meeting real needs in Carbondale, paying student workers and civil servants more, etc. So Prof. Jacobini, I suggest that you start "fooling". 

Howard Blair
Junior Sociology

New rules might end disruption of lectures

To the Daily Egyptian:

In response to a public lecture on March 2 by visiting Research Professor 1. Million Sacks, I am an eye-witness and a member of this University's faculty and would like to raise a complaint and propose certain steps of action.

At issue here is not the right of dissent and of untrammeled discussion in which views - no matter how radical or however contrary to those of a speaker - can be freely stated in discussion and debate. The issue is rather that there is a basic need for standards of decorum necessary to protect the process of thought and debate itself and to protect the rights of all attenders from tactics of deliberate disruption.

There was no violence and the proceedings were, not indeed, ultimately halted by disruption. On the other hand, the unruly behavior of part of the audience ultimately took such proportions that the presiding officer declared the meeting closed down. At that juncture the speaker indicated he wished to continue and a major part of the discussion was then devoted to the tactics of disruption itself.

During the meeting numerous placards denouncing the speaker were present in the room. The presence of political placards inside the room can lend encouragement to unruly behavior and is, in any case, inconsistent with the decorum appropriate to this type of University function.

During the meeting signals were observed associated with noise and movements apparently as part of a concerted effort to distract the attention of the audience from what the speaker was saying.

During the meeting after the tactics of disruption was criticized, a member of the faculty arose and explained that the cause of this "unnaturally" behavior was evident in Vietnam without mentioning that another cause was the attitudes of persons in Carbondale. The implication of that unruly behavior was to be excused and, when called on this point, this faculty member did not dissociate himself from that behavior.

I propose the following:

1. The University policy on demonstrations and placards should be attended to prohibit political placards anywhere inside the room, as distinct from areas outside the room, at such University functions.

2. The SIU administration should initiate an investigation of the incidents at this meeting, calling upon the many eye-witnesses available.

If it is found, by due process, that a recognized student organization was involved in disruptive behavior, it should be placed on probation and, if disruptive behavior is repeated, deprived of recognition.

If it is found, by due process, that faculty members have supported, or been active party to, disruptive behavior by students, they should receive disciplinary warnings.

After due warning, students or faculty found by due process to be guilty of persistent acts of disruption should have their connection with the University severed.

Leeland G. Stauder
Assistant Professor
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Work of art looks like cement mixer

To the Daily Egyptian:

To use the oddest of cliches, you could have knocked me over with a feather. when I read at the Egyptian March 12, Page 16) that the thing sitting out front in Shroyer's a work of art.

Several times in the past few weeks I have passed by it with friends who wondered what it was. Judgingly I explained it was a work of art which the University had gone to great expense to acquire. Then, I explained, seriously, that it must be some kind of cement mixing machine or construction equipment which the contractor had removed yet, well, I said, it turns out to be a sculpture. How ignorant can a guy get? If memory serves me, the thing is on wheels. It could be easily stolen if we're lucky!'

Dick Kaszner
University News Service

Asian Bulletin suggests removal of Viet Center

To the Daily Egyptian:

C. Harvey Gardiner has an article in the recent Bulletin of Concerned Asian Scholars. He remarks in this publication - which is devoted to SIU's Center for Vietnamese Studies -- that although SIU had offered 41 staff to AID projects in Vietnam, it appears that not one of them learned Vietnamese, offered a public lecture, published a paper or wrote a thesis, introduced a related course, etc.

Simply, no academic results occurred from this University's significant offering.

Now, a new AID project is introduced, the Center for Vietnamese Studies (CVS) demanding greater personnel, money, space. etc. By SIU at a time when faculty are being hired for lack of funds.

And what accepted academic process is to be served? The Blue Ribbon Panel to study the CVS certainly offered no answers. The Bulletin of Concerned Asian Scholars presents analysis of this question by international scholars. Their analysis suggests removal of the CVS.

Read it and find out why

Richard Eas
Sophomore

General Studies

P.S. Are you sure it's not a cement mixer?..
But changes have been made

Spring arrives; Viet Center stays

By Paula Musto

Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Spring has come to Carbondale and the Center for Vietnamese Studies is still at SIU.

Several Illinois Peace Committee (SIPC) members last week as they surveyed the results of their long protest against the center which they have maintained, such as using the “doff-AID” message, the center has remained.

Before planning their spring activities, however, the protest group should take into account the changes made at the center.

Whether it was a public relations job as critics insist or a sincere effort to make the center into a viable academic institution as SIPC officials say, representatives of the Agency for International Development (AID) have been on the job for three years in the service of peace in Vietnam from the center.

The center which was approved at the negotiations last week at least makes the AID grant which funds the center sound a little more academic. until the same technical assistance in the original grant statement have been replaced with statements emphasizing the academic nature of the center.

The restatement says, “The AID 211 (d) grant does not require any action on the part of the University to the Agency for International Development.”

The original grant is now being revised to incorporate the thinking of the restatement.

Other changes in the center include placing control of the center in the hands of the chairman who is giving the AID grant through an AID Grant Officer, rather than in the center. With the addition of new members to the SIPC staff, it is clear that the center is trying to build up academic staff.

Chancellor Robert G. Layzer also has said he would emphasize the center as a vital part of the center’s academic program.

AID has also been of assistance in the development of the center which was approved by the Review Panel. These include changing the present center advisory committee to a policy committee that will include representatives from the various campus constituencies.

The committee has not been able to argue all the center’s slides. A great many SIU students, not necessarily SIPC member and faculty members still do not support the center. To many the center has become a symbol of U.S. involvement in Southeast Asia.

Chancellor Layzer said he is now attempting to evaluate activities in the future. Without such a support it would be difficult for the center, which now works with various SIU departments, to survive.

Perhaps an even more serious problem facing the center is the time when the University is facing budget cuts.

The agreement was worked out after the center’s support of the AID grant and SIPC when the grant was issued in 1969 was that non-federal funds would be used to support the center after the AID grant is terminated. Layzer said at this time there are no such funds in sight.

“Although the present funding for all appointment, except the director and assistant director is from AID funds, the question is who will fund those positions after the grant is ended in a serious question,” Layzer said.

The center’s appointments and the appointment of cooperating academic departments have been identified by the “freedom of new positions.”

Layzer said the SIPC administration will have the right to evaluation the legal and ethical commitment it made to AID to assume support of the center. He said there is a possibility for the students to complete its end of the bargain and the university is free to do so. AID funds may have to be returned to the government.

Keeping in mind that spring is on hand, however, the world of the students, as usual, will have its share of degradation which include the AID grant. The University has been identified by the SIPC administration which will acquire support of the center. According to the magazine’s editor, Mary Lou Lovett, Associate Editor of the magazine, the University has been identified by the “freedom of new positions.”

5. Criticism of the Center has ranged from perception analysis of ambiguities and difficulties in each of the factions’ positions. The political choices of the center are analyzed by the AID grant officers. Threats to the political choices of the center are analyzed by AID officers. Threats to the political choices of the center are analyzed by AID officers.

4. Among the strengths of the Center is its efforts to bring together students from all campuses. This is a critical aspect of the Center, as it attempts to secure broad-based support for the Center. AIP have established a genuinely academic program. For example, the President of the center, in the face of tremendous harassment and criticism, has tried to recruit students for the Center activities to those who are academic and have sought to develop a significant academic program.
Catholic teens to meet at SIU

The Belleville Diocese of the Catholic Youth Organization will hold its annual convention May 27 and 28 at the University Center.

The Catholic Youth Organization is comprised of Catholic high school students throughout the country, according to Father Jim Gemma of the Newman Center, who is helping to set up the convention.

Father Gemma said he expected at least 1000 students from the 20 southern counties which comprise the Belleville Diocese, to attend the convention.

"By and large," Father Gemma said, "there's a Catholic Youth Organization in every parish.

Their activities are coordinated by Catholic Youth Organization directors and by the diocesan Catholic Youth Organization director assigned to them.

One of the major purposes of the convention will be to elect a president, vice president, secretary, and treasurer from among the youths, to serve as officers in the Belleville Diocese, according to Father Gemma. Four committees will also be formed to help plan diocesan activities.

Father Gemma said two guest speakers will address the convention. They are Bob Hardy, news director of KMOV-AM in St. Louis and Rev. Fr. John Bakila, Illinois superintendent of public instruction.

Wednesday & Thursday
Payge III

Friday & Saturday
MUNGER

Watch for MERLIN'S GRAND OPENING
March 29th

Big Muddy - The whole week

5 FREE KEGS of BEER
Financial condition cited

Mayoral pay increase repeal sought

(Continued from page 1)

He said that the use of wheel tax funds would free dollars from the general revenue fund, which would help the city, at least partially, get itself back on firm financial ground.

Payment of a wheel tax is one means to declare residency in Carbondale, McCaffrey said. He submitted that one underlying motive of the senate in passing its resolution was to allow residents to pay the tax so there would be no question of their residency and eligibility to vote.

Councilman William Eaton said that the wheel tax was "one of the most distasteful and hardest to enforce" of taxes. He said that the wheel tax was abolished because of the passage of a state income tax, which would give funds to the city that would replace wheel tax funds.

Councilman Hans Fischer said that Eaton's point on the difficulty of enforcement of the tax was important to consider. He said that enforcement would be expensive, and at the same time unfair, as some residents would not pay the tax and could not easily be forced to do so.

The Council directed City Manager William McCaffrey to study the Senate resolution and report back to the Council with his recommendations.

In other business, the Council considered the possibility of repealing a $500 a year raise in the mayor's salary passed by the Council March 2 at the request of Mayor David Keene and Fischer.

Fischer said he made the request because of Carbondale's financial status.

Eaton said he voted for the increase two weeks ago because he felt that Carbondale's financial status was so difficult that the mayor must get paid more. He said that a man must be paid for the time he loses from another source of income. Eaton added that it did not want to prohibit a poor man from being mayor.

Councilman Joe Ragdale said that both a poor man was not too much to pay. He added that his conscience would let him repeal the pay raise, because when both mayoral con-

ditions filed for office, the pay raise was still $1500 a year.

A motion to reconsider the ordinance which raised the mayor's salary did not receive the required two-thirds vote for passage, with Keene and Eaton voting against reconsideration.

Ragdale submitted a new motion that a new ordinance be drawn up which would repeal the pay raise. The motion received the same vote as the motion to revoke, but passed because only a simple majority was required. The proposed ordinance will be considered at the Council's next regular meeting.

Now in Stock

David Crosby
$3.69

WINKY BURGER BASKET

Winky Burger
Delicious Idaho Fries
Fresh Creamy Cole Slaw

Special Ends Midnite
March 21

49¢

(plus tax)

Now in Stock

Elton John
"Friends"
$3.69

3 MORE GOOD THINGS TO DO IN SPRING BREAK

1. GOOD ROCK

James Gang
$2.99

2. GOOD BLUES

B.B. King
Live - Cook County
$2.99

Indianola Seeds
$2.99

Now in Stock

New Elton John
"Friends"
$3.69

3. GOOD JAZZ

John Coltrane
Greatest Years
(2 record set)
$4.99

Pharoah Sanders
Journey In Satchidananda
$3.99

Pharoah Sanders
Summun Buckman Umyun
$3.99

Eat inside
In your auto
On our patio

Phone: 457-5253

Open 24 hrs.
CAMPUS SHOPPING CENTER

Spudnuts
Sandwiches Also Available
For Those Late Snacks!
Reds intrude on American Embassy

MOSCOW (AP) - U.S. Embassy
employees Tuesday rescued a
Russian doctor's family Saturday
who had intruded as embassy
guards and seized his wife and two
daughters. The embassy filed a
grounds with guard in pursuit.

The guards tried to the doctor.
Vasily Nikitennko, 43, but he
broke arm around an iron
gate at the embassy and shouted: "Help me! Help me!"
A dozen embassy employees
rushed out, and prevented the police
from taking the doctor into custody
by moving the iron gates aside.

His documents showed Nikitennko
is a Jewish Russian. An em-
bassy spokesman said he told them
he was from Krasnodar, 72 miles
northwest of Moscow and wanted to
emigrate because he was

dissatisfied with life in the Soviet
Union.

When Nikitennko and his family
Russian studies teacher
read papers at meet

Olga Ovchanka of the Russian sec-
tion of the Department of Foreign
Languages has been invited to read
papers at two conferences in March
and April. The first conference will
be in New York City on March 13
before the Shevchenko Scientific
Society Inc. Her paper was to be
trailed by an exhibition. Janka
Kupala (Literary Influences -

The second conference will be in
Ontario, Canada in connection with
a Bohemianist Study session at
Queen's University in Kingston, On-
tario on April 17-18, 1971. The paper
will be "The Theatre of Indepen-
dence in the Works of Janka
Kupala."

sell your shellfish through the
db. clams do.
President Emeritus Deloye W. Morris

Of Harris, Keene said, he was a visionary man with a great dream for the University, but the city could not realize or catch up with.

"Frankly, in looking back, Keene said, if they (the people of Carbondale) had (realized) that they would have stopped him and everyone would have been better off."

Keene said he is not sure that the city in anywhere near living with the problems created by the University.

The mayor cites the recent revision of the University housing regulations as an example of how the University leads its problems on the city.

Keene said he expects the governor might have to step in to control the operation of the University. He explained that initial attempts at this can be seen in the proposed budget cuts and the tuition increase.

He added that the decisions on accommodation and inspection must be made on a local basis.

Keene said he will do everything in his power to work for the city and prevent the governor from removing the city as Keene feels Governor Richard B. Ogilvie is currently doing in Cairo and East St. Louis.

Keene estimates that by 1973 the city will have to double its budget to provide the services the University will require, besides whatever increase is necessary for the city.

One of the biggest problems facing the city, Keene feels, is crime. He said the University has ignored the problem and still wants to glorify the situation.

Two told (Chancellor) Robert Leath, "We have no police in the city, that I would shut them (201) off," Keene explained.

He added that the University is ready to comply with an act of vandalism, that on a 90 degree day will evaporate 500,000 gallons of water.

On the other aspects of the water problem, Keene said the city must develop its own water supply. The suggestion that the city buy its water from River Lake is impractical, because of the interest in agreements and the fact that Carbondale may be shut off if a drought occurred, the mayor said.

Keene said he expects the University to continue as the number one industry in the city.

The community is totally unsophisticated about attracting industry, he said.

He added that companies like Commonwealth Edison (of Chicago) has larger full-time staff recruiting business to the Chicago area than the state government has attracting industry to the remainder of the entire state.

Keene said that he expects and feels it is imperative that the governor cannot face Southern Illinois in attracting industry.

The 3-year life-time resident of Southern Illinois, says after he leaves Carbondale he will be to go on a vacation and then look for a job in New York.

Keene said he is looking for a political job, but declined to describe what office he would seek.

"I won't be local," Keene said. I'll let the public judge me," he added.

Keene feels that he kept many of his promises, promises including one: to improve the Carbondale police force.

Keene said that when the city hired Joe Dabke as the chief of police, the police department had "improved 100 percent."

The controversy over the city police was one which spanned most of Keene's term in office. Several years ago the police went on strike due to an attempt to fire the former Chief Jack Hazel. Hazel resigned during the past summer after a professional management report critical of the police was released.

Keene feels one of his major accomplishments has been the improved opportunity for the black residents of Carbondale. Keene said that in 1967, when he became mayor, the black community did not have complete freedom of access in the city.

"Any man in this town can walk in any place that he wants and have the reassurance that he will be treated the same as the mayor. That wasn't true in 1967," Keene said.

He points out that because black residents have been able to get more professional type jobs in the city government which was not possible earlier.

Besides supervision and inspection and the water supply problems, Keene sees a number of other tasks that his successor will have to concern with when he leaves office.

Keene said the downtown improvement is being handled by the city manager. He expects that the recent appointment of University Professor F. Backman to Filer to the Carbondale Conservation Board for the city.

Keene however is somewhat skeptical about the improvement on the main business district.

The mayor also sees a need to improve the yellow subways opposite face of the black, but he doesn't think that Carbondale needs heavy industry. "I just don't believe that Carbondale is a smokestack town," Keene said.

He also saw improved public transportation and the need for Carbondale to do more to promote state and national interest in the city's cause.

The mayor, who often has been labeled outspoken and controversial, summed up his career with a quote from the writer Henry Thoreau.

"If one advances confidently in the direction of his dreams and endeavors to live the life which he has imagined, he will meet with a success unexpected in common hours."

That finale would come as somewhat of a shock if one were to look at the mayor of a predominantly rural Southern Illinois community.

But from David Keene, one has come to expect the unexpected. As he passed a normal course of action during the last four years in Carbondale.

This applicator was filled a week ago...
Simon testifies on proposed tuition hike

Lt. Gov. Paul Simon testified Monday in Chicago before the Illinois Senate's appropriations and higher education committee on the problem of a growing number of students seeking financial aid. The 1971 state budget for higher education would provide a $4.4 million increase from the 1970 level. To increase the $747 million fund, the legislature will have to increase revenues, which are estimated to be $1.2 billion.

The Illinois State Scholarship Commission was established in 1969 to manage the state's $1.2 billion of surplus funds. The commission has provided $200 million in scholarships to Illinois students, who have earned $400 million in scholarships, but have only received $200 million in cash.

Simon testified that the legislature should increase the state's budget for higher education. He said that the state's higher education budget is only $250 million, but that the state's overall education budget is $1.2 billion.

Simon also said that the state's budget for higher education is not keeping pace with the state's overall economy. He said that the state's higher education budget is only 10% of the state's overall economy, but that the state's overall economy is growing faster than the state's higher education budget.

Simon also said that the state's higher education budget is not keeping pace with the state's growing population. He said that the state's higher education budget is only 10% of the state's population, but that the state's population is growing faster than the state's higher education budget.

Simon testified that the state's higher education budget is not keeping pace with the state's growing need for teachers. He said that the state's higher education budget is only 10% of the state's need for teachers, but that the state's need for teachers is growing faster than the state's higher education budget.

Simon also said that the state's higher education budget is not keeping pace with the state's growing need for research. He said that the state's higher education budget is only 10% of the state's need for research, but that the state's need for research is growing faster than the state's higher education budget.

Simon testified that the state's higher education budget is not keeping pace with the state's growing need for public service. He said that the state's higher education budget is only 10% of the state's need for public service, but that the state's need for public service is growing faster than the state's higher education budget.

Simon testified that the state's higher education budget is not keeping pace with the state's growing need for internships. He said that the state's higher education budget is only 10% of the state's need for internships, but that the state's need for internships is growing faster than the state's higher education budget.

Simon testified that the state's higher education budget is not keeping pace with the state's growing need for technology. He said that the state's higher education budget is only 10% of the state's need for technology, but that the state's need for technology is growing faster than the state's higher education budget.

Simon testified that the state's higher education budget is not keeping pace with the state's growing need for facilities. He said that the state's higher education budget is only 10% of the state's need for facilities, but that the state's need for facilities is growing faster than the state's higher education budget.

Simon testified that the state's higher education budget is not keeping pace with the state's growing need for administration. He said that the state's higher education budget is only 10% of the state's need for administration, but that the state's need for administration is growing faster than the state's higher education budget.

Simon testified that the state's higher education budget is not keeping pace with the state's growing need for maintenance. He said that the state's higher education budget is only 10% of the state's need for maintenance, but that the state's need for maintenance is growing faster than the state's higher education budget.

Simon testified that the state's higher education budget is not keeping pace with the state's growing need for student services. He said that the state's higher education budget is only 10% of the state's need for student services, but that the state's need for student services is growing faster than the state's higher education budget.

Simon testified that the state's higher education budget is not keeping pace with the state's growing need for community services. He said that the state's higher education budget is only 10% of the state's need for community services, but that the state's need for community services is growing faster than the state's higher education budget.

Simon testified that the state's higher education budget is not keeping pace with the state's growing need for arts and humanities. He said that the state's higher education budget is only 10% of the state's need for arts and humanities, but that the state's need for arts and humanities is growing faster than the state's higher education budget.

Simon testified that the state's higher education budget is not keeping pace with the state's growing need for athletics. He said that the state's higher education budget is only 10% of the state's need for athletics, but that the state's need for athletics is growing faster than the state's higher education budget.

Simon testified that the state's higher education budget is not keeping pace with the state's growing need for research and development. He said that the state's higher education budget is only 10% of the state's need for research and development, but that the state's need for research and development is growing faster than the state's higher education budget.

Simon testified that the state's higher education budget is not keeping pace with the state's growing need for technology and engineering. He said that the state's higher education budget is only 10% of the state's need for technology and engineering, but that the state's need for technology and engineering is growing faster than the state's higher education budget.

Simon testified that the state's higher education budget is not keeping pace with the state's growing need for health sciences. He said that the state's higher education budget is only 10% of the state's need for health sciences, but that the state's need for health sciences is growing faster than the state's higher education budget.

Simon testified that the state's higher education budget is not keeping pace with the state's growing need for social sciences. He said that the state's higher education budget is only 10% of the state's need for social sciences, but that the state's need for social sciences is growing faster than the state's higher education budget.

Simon testified that the state's higher education budget is not keeping pace with the state's growing need for business and management. He said that the state's higher education budget is only 10% of the state's need for business and management, but that the state's need for business and management is growing faster than the state's higher education budget.

Simon testified that the state's higher education budget is not keeping pace with the state's growing need for education.

Simon testified that the state's higher education budget is not keep...
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**Happ y hiker**

Hitchhiking student Brenda Swanson, a junior from Mt. Prospect, is lucky enough to catch a ride on Lincoln Drive. SIU Security Police have also been picking up student hitchhikers as part of their program to improve student-police relations. (Photos by Fred Plotter)

**Cops 'defy' law, pick up hitch-hikers**

By K. David Beech
Student Writer

SIU Security Policemen have been picking up hitchhikers and giving them a ride as a part of a program to improve relations between students and the Saluki Police, according to Virgil P. Trumner, assistant security officer at SIU.

"Normally, hitch-hiking is against the law," Trumner said, "but as far as the campus is concerned, I think we can be a little bit more flexible here.

**Green water?**

By Dan O'Hare
Associated Press Writer

Smiling Irishmen never give up. They've been trying for years to dye the Savannah River green on St. Patrick's Day but the murky Georgia river always ruins the green in a polluted brown.

Nonetheless, come Wednesday, the Irish and the instant Irish around the nation will find a way or reason to celebrate in an offbeat way.

For one, they've never failed to put a vivid green show on the Chicago River as it flows through the city's Loop, the downtown section. And special lighting will make Niagara Falls sparkle with the Irish flare.

Paying homage to St. Patrick, who organized Ireland 1,500 years ago, they'll march in parades, sing Irish ditties and drink beer to show how much they care.

Crowds of more than 100,000 are expected for parades in Boston and New York City where St. Pat will be honored for the 200th year.

It's a public holiday in Boston—Exhaustion Day, the day the Irish fleet was forced to pull out of the harbor as George Washington's troops drew near.

There, of course, will be a mammoth parading of sentiment in Dublin, Ireland, but the town named Dublin in America won't be left out of the celebrating. In Georgia's Dublin, the fire hydrants and the center line down the main street are painted green and the men of the Order of St. Patrick wear green hats.

Ohio Gov. John Gilligan and the mayor of his state's Dublin, Jerry Francisco, will use shovel-like tongs to break the ribbon at a new library.

The first annual St. Patrick's Day Parade in this nation is being run in St. Paul, Minn., between YMCA tracks.

Another kind of race will be walked in New York. Five barefooters from the Irish Problem and five Irish lasses will hatchly walk around a city block carrying a stein of beer.

Green-dyed beer will be the order of the day in the Irish Channel section of New Orleans. At the city's nightclubs, the traditional bayonets dummies and medals are tossed to bystanders but Catholics and other more Irish symbols also are thrown.

In Basin Rouge, La., Irishmen have been asked to present what the parade marshals called "razz discrimination." For the first time in 30 years they won't be allowed to paint a green stripe in the middle of streets.

Leprechauns, shamrocks, shillelaghs and Irish humor will be part of all the festivities. Some Irish are even claiming that the bagpipes which will be heard in many of the festivities will actually be played with Irishmen and that the Scottish haven't figured out the joke yet.

**Irish remember St. Pat**

**STEROE TAPES**

Now for the first time in Southern Illinois

**ADULT PARTY TAPES**

$4.95

**Wholesale Tape** $1.50

Bob's Music: 1216 S. First

At Ames, Iowa

Nationals next for Saluki swimmers

By Ernest J. Schwartz
Dailyl Eugene Sports Writer

One of SIU’s swimming coaches Ray McE llen’s favorite sayings is “if you put all in, you can outdo any team with Indiana, then you might have a shot.”

That isn’t likely to happen until the Salukis give it their all. Their Nationals will find them pitted against some of the country’s best teams as their nucleus is made up of the best swimsers in the United States when the opening day of the national meet is held.

In the world masculines and women’s national meet, the meet will be held at the U.S. Olympic trials meet in the Mutual Life Arena.

The incomparable Husslers, who have won 33 consecutive dual meets and recently made a splash of the Big Ten Conference meet, will be going for their fourth straight NCAA championship and Olympic Mark Spitz. Gary Hall. Jack Horsey and Larry Parrett.

Jim “Doc” Concrete’ s team rates a solid threat.

Further evidence supporting the Husslers’ chances lie in the fact that the national times up to Feb. 27 by the “Swimming World” magazine show that the 11 events listed, Indiana has the fastest times in second, third and second best in two more.

If there is a week’s rest for the Husslers, it will mean a third 2-year-old breaststroke with Washington’s Rick Rollins, who headed the top in the nation. The Hussler’s Dane Leaf is six seconds back with a clocking of 1:22.31.

The 50 and 100-yard freestyle events will give a chance for someone other than a Hussler to win an event and add to the championship.

Tennessee’s Dave Edgar is the current national record holder in the 36 at 36.4 by teammate John Tinkly, “lowl” of a

Tennis team heads south for six pre-season matches

By Ernest J. Schwartz
Daily Eugene Sports Writer

With spring past around the corner, the SIU tennis team embarks on an 11 day tour through the Southland South, starting things off with a return game against Florida State at Gainesville, Florida.

The Gators will be the first of six pre-season contests with the remaining four scheduled against Munday, March 21, and Princeton, March 22, at the College of Charleston. On their way home the Salukis will meet Florida State on March 25 at Tallahassee, and Alabama, March 29 at Tuscaloosa.

Missing from this year’s squad are Masky Dumasport, Fritz Gibling and Bill Johnson, all of whom contributed to last year’s 17-1 season. Guidance on the charts from the departed seniors will be high on the list of coach Duck Leffler’s essentials.

Leading the group of returning regulars are Ray Brisco, Chris Greenidge and Graham Swann. The three netters are seniors and should give the Salukis a nucleus for a fine 1971 season.

Of the six participating in the tourney from Southern, broke first or second seeded players in the first two rounds. The other two players, going in the singles competition, also have tough opponents.

Broke drew Mike Exley of Rice and Brisco drew Stere Ayer of Southern California.

The Salukis formed with only four points which was good for a first round match with 500, while Tingley will compete in the 500 plus the two backstroke.

The 440-yard individual medley should be another SIU strong point with Daniel and Daphne having qualified. In last year’s meet the Husslers’ top two, Gary Hall won in the 500 and 1,000-yard freestyle in addition to holding American records in both events.

Closest to Kansas’ time in the 500 is teammate Gary Hall with a 5:20.2.4 as compared to Kansas’ 5:20.2.2. SIU’s Bruce Stover will also see action in the 1,600 and 500, while Tingley will compete in the 500 plus the two backstroke.
Track team faces 3 Florida meets

By Ken Stewart
Daily Egypian Sports Writer

When the SUU track team opens its outdoor season at Florida State Saturday, it will be the scene of two versions of success stories in college athletics.

Twenty years ago when Southern was functioning as a fledgling suburb of the Florida south of a normal school with a small college athletic program, there were no athletic teams or male students to play on them, and what was then the Florida State College for Women.

Now SUU is one of the largest universities in the country and Florida State is the largest university in the state, with about 100,000 students and a football team that is a national powerhouse. The two schools have gone to numerous national tournaments and past season games included basketball and football.

The SUU track team isn’t as dynamic as Southern’s but FSU has the all-star-studded squad in the South, a region where track dominates.

This will be the first dual meet of the season for the teams, as well as for SUU.

Florida State captured the team title at themelon Relays in Manhattan last year, and this year the Seminoles are out to defend their title.

The Seminoles and the Cougars will face off in the second annual women’s track meet.

The meet will be held in honor of the late Dr. W. E. Davis, who was a well-known track coach at the University of Northern Iowa.

The meet will begin at 3 p.m.

Florida State is expected to dominate the meet, with the Cougars finishing in second place.

Florida State has a strong track team, with many athletes having the potential to make it to the national level.

Florida State and SUU will be joined by other teams from the region, including the University of Georgia, the University of Alabama, and the University of Tennessee.

The meet will feature events such as the 100-meter dash, the 400-meter dash, the 800-meter run, and the 1500-meter run.

The meet is a chance for athletes from different schools to compete against each other and showcase their skills.

Florida State is expected to come out on top, but SUU will be a strong contender. The meet promises to be an exciting event for track fans in the region.

---

Student & other college personnel: Need Summer Work? Advertise Advertise effectively! Advertise in OPPORTUNITIES

---

South dominates all-star cage poll

NEW YORK (AP) — Kentucky State Jailors, Elmore Smith and Travis Grant, head The Associated Press 1973 Little-America college basketball squad, announced over the weekend.

Dwight Luman, Southwestern Louisiana's star from Saturday, Ohio's only player selected by 132 sports writers and broadcasters who make up, national Division I poll.

Smith is from Mason, Ga., and Grant from Clayton, Ala. Other members of the first team are Lillie-White, New Orleans' Butch Webster of Atlanta and Tuskegee's Toie McDaniel of Nashville, Tenn.

Good golfers recruited

Any area interested in learning more about its golf course, contact a member of the Women's Recreation Association for the USA (W.R.A.A.USA).

Miss Charlotte West in room 295.

Smith, a member of the National Golfers' Association, can be reached at 452-3651.

---

This Week's Dandy Deal

Ham Sandwich and Salad 89c

March 17-23
Benton downs Nashville, 60-52; gains state quarter-final berth

By Fred Weisberg
Daily Egyptian Sports Writer

In the beginning, it was Benton. And in the end, it was Benton.

Spring football practice was not an immediate 7-1 lead early in the first quarter, but the Hornets' Doug Michael and Bob Habbe caught the much bigger Rangers at nine and all proceeded to stay in the game until the last two minutes of the half when Benton gained a nine-point advantage at 33-24.

The Rangers blew their lead out to 14 points early in the third frame on two straight 10-point bursts and a 15-point lead by Hugh Frailey and the closest the Hornets ever got from there was seven points.

Vogel injured seriously in Monday collision

SIU's women's gymnastics coach Herb Vogel and his 13-year-old son, Thomas, sustained major injuries in an automobile accident last Monday afternoon.

Vogel's automobile collided head on with a car driven by Edgar L. Jones of Murphysboro, approximately four miles west of Carbondale on Route 13. Jones was in Vogel's lane.

Vogel sustained a broken left pelvis, shattered left hip and also broke the lesser pelvis. Recovery is expected to last approximately four months.

His son, Thomas, underwent an operation for the removal of his spleen and was in a induced coma condition Tuesday afternoon.

Jones received minor injuries. Both vehicles were demolished.

Spring drills next month

By Mike Klein
Daily Egyptian Sports Writer

Some initial thoughts on SIU spring football practice which begins next month:

1) All-America tight end Lionel Antoine will be ready to contribute to defensive end, according to Benton and the secondary. Although three starters, defensive end, safety and linebacker are back, the search is still on for the backup man that never emerged last fall.

2) Quarterback Brad Pace had better overcome the cloud that seems to follow him like a bad dream. That's not to say he is not ready.

3) The defensive backfield is still hazy. The secondary, although three starters, defensive end, safety and linebacker are back, the search is still on for the backup man that never emerged last fall.

4) The offensive backfield must be completely replaced. And

5) There's warm, there's Bob Habberfield. The players might not have learned the team will need team next fall.

That gives Dick Towers and his staff a large amount of things to think about, not unlike to last spring when the line of defensive and offensive backfields were populated as well.

This year's biggest move will see either teaspoon or offensive tackle Mike Naemzeg switch to defensive end, according to Towers.

Annie was Southern's second leading pass catcher last fall with 21 receptions but it was his outstanding blocking that cleared the way for first team All-American status.

Benton downs Nashville, 60-52; gains state quarter-final berth

Down, 36-43, in the last quarter, Nashville put on a full court press which threatened to make a close game of it, but the Hornets were never able to continue.

With 6-7 Lockin who grabbed 16 rebounds, the game's high scorer, the Rangers won the battle—although it was actually no contest—on the boards, 43-30, and Nashville's anemic 33 per cent from the field was the only thing that overcame that kind of board strength.

In overtime, Benton beat the Rangers in the "elite eight" and a 12-15 p.m. meeting with Oak Lawn in the Assembly Hall at the University of Illinois.

Nashville's tallest starter is 6-3 but that didn't stop the Hornets from forcing a slow Benton offense into 18 turnovers. Unfortunately or fortunately, depending upon who you root for, the underdogs couldn't capitalize on them and Benton was always able to rebound its mistakes away.

The Rangers connected on 23 of 56 from the field for a 41 per cent mark and made 18 of 14 from the foul line for 85 per cent.

Nashville hit 14 of 18 from the charity stripe for 78 per cent but the poor shooting percentage last game cost the Hornets.

Benton, ranked number three in the final AP poll and tabbed as the second most likely team to win the state title, didn't make the 14 teams which remained before Tuesday, was able to overcome the Nashville 2-12 zone which trapped up Carbondale and Meridian in the sectionals, by a strong outside shooting attack. 

Neither team was able to make more than five layups.

The game's high scoring heroes were shown by Nashville's Habbe and Benton's Lockin with 21 apiece. Dennis Smith kicked in 14 for the winners and Pat Forys and Michael had 18 each for the Hornets.

Habbe and Habbe got 10 apecue in Nashville's losing effort. Benton's Jim Semann—who was held to one point—and Frailey got seven apiece while Steve Stewart kicked in eight for the winners.

It was Benton's first appearance in the Assembly since 1970 when the circuit was beaten by L. C. Bradfield, Billy Perkins and the rest of Carbondale's second place 1967 squad and it puts the Rangers three games away from the 1971 State Championship title.

In the last meeting between Benton and Nashville, the 1970 playoff game, the Rangers came away with a 59-50 win in the Assembly Hall.

If the match-up this year is any indication, it would be a difficult task for the Hornets to come away with the victory.

Size over spirit

Urbana High School Basketball Championships First Round

Benton

Benton 60

Nashville 52

Next two games are scheduled for Friday evening.

Prep scores

Urbana High School's basketball championships first round.

Benton 60

Nashville 52

Benton

At Dickell

Lafayette 60

Egan-Lakin 54

Oak Lawn 66

New Trier East 43

Thursday 71

Chicago Harlan 63

Tuesday 71

Eagan Prep

Drake Prep

Springfield Lanphier 81

Pewaukee Woodruff 41

At Joliet

At Normal University

Kewanee 50

Quincy Catholic Boys 10

Benton 60

At Carbondale

Parma 71

At Charleston

Geneseo Central 66

Benton Ranger Hugh Frailey should look over Nashville's Pat Roy at last night's Illinois High School Association Super Sectional game at the SIU Arena. Benton won the contest, 60-52, and advance to the state championship game to be played in the Assembly Hall at Carbondale which will face fourth-ranked Oak Lawn. (Photo by Dave Fitch)
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Towers' football machine ready again

By Mike Klein

Daily Egyptian Sports Writer

The 6-7, 260-pounder from Bilonas, Miss., is so versatile Towers can't find a place for him while replacing a line that has only starter Ken McAdeny return.

Defensive tackles Dave Petrunco and Bob Moritz completed their eligibility last fall and according to Towers, Lapulka is "not going to be used when SIU opens against Dayton next fall.

Lapulka had a major confrontation with the local legal authorities last December. Coupled with the 36 academic hours he needs for eligibility, Lapulka's situation seems less than bright and stout.

The secondary returns three starters: Mike Stone, Jim Powell and the bruised Francis, who came back up almost 2,000 yards a season.

This legacy has left all the spots open for competition and according to Towers, we don't want to go into fall practice without certain about facets of defense.

Towers said, "Too many times we have worked with people in spring and then have to change because of grades or marriages things like that."

Towers "would like to go to an option defense but can't from the standpoint if we get Panosoglou as quarterback we're in real bad shape."

That qualifies as major understatement of the year by an SIU coach who doesn't have to worry about plugging in a quarterback this year. But what happened last fall, injuries will take their toll on the 8-speed interior if he must continually rack up into a low fullback with at least seven others vying for the tailback spot. Junior college transfers Norris Nails and Thomas Thompson head the list of newcomers to the offensive backfield.

"Gerald Scooter Wilson is a possibility at tailback but judging from what happened last fall, injuries will take their toll on the 8-speed interior if he must continually rack up into a low fullback."

Towers is hopeful the team will develop a pride and intensity that is important to win programs.

The thing that concerns me now is not so much the three losses at the end last fall that but that first opponent next fall which is a major team that defeated Louisville last year and has probably the No. 1 returning ground in the country.

That would be Gary Konig's fourth leading major college rusher with over 130 yards per game last season.

Towers said the mental attitude will be very important because Southern can't out-perform Dayton so we'll have to depend on a few intangibles to win. Things such as intensity, pride and fighting ability will go a long way in determining the outcome of the game.

Anyone without pride and intensity, will find himself counting blades of grass when the hitting starts next month.
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